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 Recently, many focuses have been done in the field of renewable 

energies, especially in solar photovoltaic energy. Photovoltaic 

generator, considered as the heart of any photovoltaic installation, 

exhibits sometimes malfunctions which involve degradations on 

the overall photovoltaic plant. Therefore, diagnosis techniques are 

required to ensure failures detection. They avoid dangerous risks, 

prevent damages, allow protection, and extend their healthy life. 

For these purposes, many recent studies have given focuses on this 

field. This paper summarizes a large number of such interesting 

works. It presents a survey of photovoltaic generator degradations 

kinds, several types of faults, and their major diagnosis techniques. 

Comparative studies and some critical analyses are given. Other 

trending diagnosis solutions are also discussed. A proposed neural 

networks-based technique is developed to clarify the main process 

of diagnosis techniques, using artificial intelligence. This method 

shows good results for modelling and diagnosing the healthy and 

faulty (shaded) photovoltaic array.  
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1    Introduction  
 

In recent times, there has been an emergent awareness in promoting alternate energies that are inexhaustible 

and environment friendly compared to energies derived from fossil deposits such as oil, coal, and natural gas. 

Alternate energy includes all renewable resources that do not implicate fossil fuels, such as solar, wind, 

geothermal, hydroelectric, and biomass. Solar photovoltaic (PV) energy is one of the most commonly spread 

renewable energy across the globe, where it has attained a cumulative capacity of 635 GW by the end of 2019 

[1].  

Applications of solar PV energy are subject to failures and damages during their life cycle [2,3]. Hence, to 

protect the system, avoid any damage, guarantee longevity, ensure safe operation and avoid loss of efficiency, 

suitable diagnosis is crucial. Different causes (internal, external, and ageing effect) [2], [4], [5] imply several 

defects in photovoltaic plants. Internal PV faults originate from the PV plant itself and include all components 

failures such as generators, cabling, converters, protections, batteries, inverter and data acquisition system [4]. 

External PV faults, which lead to several degradations [6] and annual power losses [7,8], are due to outer 

unfavourable conditions, such as shading effect [9], high temperature [10], low irradiance, high humidity, 

suboptimal tilt or orientation, corrosion [11] and dirt, snow, and dust accumulation in surface [12].  
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Many studies have focused only on faults occurring in the PV generator (cell, panel, string, and array) due 

to several hazards failures that can occur on it (electrical shock and fire risks) [13]. These faults can be 

classified into physical, environmental, and electrical faults [14]. Physical faults are caused by internal failures 

(damages on PV panel or on blocking and bypassing diode (BBP)) or external failures (cracks in PV panels, 

junction box (JB) damages or other degradations) [15]. Environmental faults are caused by soiling [16], 

permanent shading (Hot spot (HS)) [17], or temporary shading (Partial shading (PS)) [18]. Electrical faults [3], 

and their catastrophic threat [13] are caused by Open-Circuit (OC), Short-Circuit (SC) Line-to-Line Fault 

(LLF), Ground fault (GF), and Arc fault (AF). 

To detect and identify abnormal conditions at early stages and reduce the risks associated with a long-term 

operation, fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) techniques for photovoltaic generator (PVG) are needed. Many 

research works have been focused on developing diverse FDD techniques, to guarantee efficient and intelligent 

monitoring and supervision in PV plants. This work deals with the main techniques developed, cited in the 

literature. Figure 1 shows the growing number of reference documents concerning the diagnosis of PV systems 

published since 2005. This shows how much research on this subject has increased over the years. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Growth of PV diagnosis published papers per year, since 2005. 

 

The remaining of this paper is organized as follow: Section 2 presents details about the kinds of 

photovoltaic generators degradations. Section 3 gives details about the different types of faults occurring in 

PVG. Section 4 deals with the classification, from the literature, of fault detection and diagnosis techniques in 

PVG. Some envisaged diagnosis solutions are also highlighted. Section 5 presents with details the process of 

FDD techniques, focusing on a proposed Artificial intelligence (AI) based approach for the diagnosis of a 

frequent fault (shading) occurring suddenly in the PVG. Finally, section 6 gives a conclusion of this work.  

 

2    Kind of degradation in PVG  
 

Gradual deteriorations of PV plants components involve lower performances, power losses and hazardous 

risks. Several factors cause different degradations that can occur in a photovoltaic generator [5, 11, 19 and 20].  

 

The major kinds of degradations are summarized as follows (Figure 2): 
 

a) Oxidation phenomenon.  

b) Corrosion phenomenon.  

c) Metal corrosion phenomenon.   

d) Dirt in PV panels. 

e) Dust in PV panels. 

f) Snow in PV panels. 

g) Uniform and non-uniform soiling. 

h) Brocken/shattered glass [15, 19].  

i) Junction box degradations. 

j) Mechanical breakage & degradation of JB: burnt diode phenomenon. 

k) Fire damage. 

l)  Temporary shading (PS). 
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m) Discoloration of Ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) phenomenon. 

n) Detachment of EVA phenomenon. 

o) Snail tracks phenomenon. 

p) Back sheet-chalking phenomenon. 

q) Catastrophic bond failure phenomenon. 

r) Degradation of antireflection coating of photovoltaic cells, caused by water vapor ingress. 

s) Burn marks phenomenon.  

t) Delamination phenomenon.   

u) Bubbles phenomenon.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Kinds of degradation in a photovoltaic generator. 

 

Other PV degradations exist such as encapsulation failures, improper installations, wiring mistakes, leakage 

currents, installations damages, manufacturing defects, and transportation destructions. 

 

3    Types of faults in PVG 
 

The non-linear behavior of the PV generator and its intermittent operation due to environmental conditions 

(temperature and irradiance), involves the occurrence of many faults. Therefore, it is necessary to find out the 

techniques to detect them. The following Figure 3 illustrates some Current-Voltage (I-V) characteristics curves. 

The red curve represents the normal I-V characteristic whereas the other ones represent faulty I-V 

characteristics.  
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Figure 3. I-V curves under various types of faults. 

 

The six deviations curves have multiple causes, which are detailed bellow. 
 

1)  Shading  

                               
                   

 
 

Figure 4. I-V and Power-Voltage (P-V) characteristics of PV generator with shading fault effect. 

 

Shading fault may involve severe damages [18]. It can decrease the current, voltage, and power at the 

Maximum power point (MPP): IMPP, VMPP & PMPP  (Figure 4). 
 

2)  Open-Circuit (OC) 

 

 
 

Figure 5. I-V and P-V characteristics with Open-Circuit fault effect. 
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Open-circuit fault affect short-circuit and MPP currents (ISC, IMPP), causing a decline of their values (Figure 

5). Cracks in PV cells, weakness, due to thermal stress, and wind loading lead to interconnection, which affects 

the occurrence of Open-Circuit fault [21]. Figure 6 gives an example of OC fault in a PV string. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Example of Open-Circuit in a PV string (OC). 

 

3) Short-Circuit (SC)  

 

 
 

Figure 7. I-V and P-V characteristics with Short-Circuit fault effect. 

 
Figure 7 shows that Short-Circuit fault reduces PV voltages at Open-Circuit and MPP (VOC, VMPP). It 

appears at PV cell interconnections causing excessive heating (Figure 8). Besides, it can also be caused by bad 
wiring during installation or handling [21]. 
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Figure 8. Example of Short-Circuited PV cell (SC). 

 

4) Abnormal degradations  
 

Abnormal degradations reduce PV generator efficiency (Figure 9). They are mainly due to the ageing effect in 

a harsh environment condition. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Effect of abnormal degradations in the I-V characteristic. 
 

5) Increasing series resistance (Rs)  

 

 
 

Figure 10. Effect of increasing in series resistance on the I-V and P-V characteristics. 
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Degradations such as bond failure and resistive heating cause an influence on series resistance value. From 
Figure 10 one can see that the increase in series resistance value causes a decrease at the slope of OC (vertical 
leg) and then severe damage. 
 

6) Decreasing shunt resistance (Rsh) 
 

 
 

Figure 11. Effect of decreasing shunt resistance on the I-V & P-V characteristics. 

 

From Figure 11 one can see that a high shunt resistance value induces a poor fill factor. The decrease in 

shunt resistance value causes a decrease at the slope of SC (an increase in horizontal leg) and then severe 

damage. 

It is shown from the above figures that each type of PV fault influences a special part of the characteristics 

and therefore on specific parameters. This implies to treat each fault in a specific manner, generally. In addition 

to the above-mentioned PV faults, there are other dangerous electrical failures, which are cited bellow. 
 

A) Ground Fault (GF)  
 

To prevent electrical shocks in PV plants, the user connects all non-current carrying and metal parts to the 

common ground. When a high current passes through the metal parts, the photovoltaic installation must stop 

since this can generate electrical shocks for users. This is known as ground fault [23, 24]. Figure 12 presents a 

descriptive schematic of a GF example. 
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Figure 12. Descriptive schematic of a Ground-Fault (GF). 
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B) Line to Line Fault (LLF)  
 

A line-to-line fault, also known as the double ground fault can be defined as a Short-Circuit fault among 

the PV panel’s cables with diverse potential [25, 26]. Figure 13 presents a descriptive schematic of LLF 

examples. 

 

Combiner  

Box

Line to Line Fault

(Cross-String)

Line to Line Fault

(Intra-String)

 

 
 

Figure 13. Descriptive schematic of Line-to-Line Fault. 

 

C) Arc Fault (AF)  
 

A rise in temperature leads to combustible material in PVG and therefore the risk of an arc fault. It can be 

series or parallel AF [27, 28]. Figure 14 presents a descriptive schematic of AF examples. 
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Figure 14. Descriptive schematic of Arc-Fault (AF). 

 
D) Blocking and bypassing diode (BBP) 

 

The blocking and bypassing diodes are integrated into PV panels to protect them. The faults associated 

with these diodes can be due to Short-Circuit or Open-Circuit [13].  
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E) Junction box fault (JB). 

The energy loss stress (ELS) is the major cause of JB faults. Other causes are from bad cabling during 

installation, or to the ageing effect [11]. Figure 15 gives an example of JB Fault.  

 

 
 

Figure 15. Example of fault in the JB: Corrosion. 

 

The next section detail the elaborated techniques in the literature to diagnose all of the above-mentioned PV 

faults. 

 

4    Fault Detection and Diagnosis techniques in PVG  
 

Researchers have focused in inventing different methods to detect and diagnose failures coming in PV 

generators in order to prevent main hazards such as fire risks [13], electrical shocks [3], physical danger, and 

PV panels cracking [15] and so on. FDD-based techniques can be classified into two main categories (visual 

and electrical). Details are given in what follows.  

 

4.1 FDD visual-based techniques  
 

These techniques require human factor intervention [19, 20, 29, and 30]; and consists of inspecting PV 

generator visually through: 

- Thermal imaging process [31, 32] by using infrared (IR) camera (e.g. detection of hot spots in PVG, Figure                   

8). 

- Thermal and Electroluminescence (EL) tests [11]. 

- Photoluminescence (PL) [11]. 

- Ultrasound scanners and X-ray tomography [11]. 

 

4.2 FDD electrical-based techniques  
 

These techniques are based on supervised algorithms to be implemented in PV plants [33, 34]. Several 

electrical-based FDD techniques have been developed [34, 35]. These techniques can be classified also into 

five groups [13]:  

• The first group is based on statistics and signal process [36]: these techniques use signal analysis tools, 

such as time-domain reflectometry (TDR) [37] and Fourier analysis [38].  

• The second group is based on the observation and analysis of the I-V characteristic of the PVG [35]. 

The I-V curve provides information such as short-circuit current, open-circuit voltage, series and shunt 

resistors, fill factor and presence of shading and soil. These parameters allow distinguishing several 

faults. 

• The third group is based on power losses analysis [39, 40, 41 and 42]. These fault diagnosis techniques 

are based on parameters such as thermal and miscellaneous capture losses, which allow generating an 
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indicative signal of faults in the PV plant [39]. Besides, other diagnosis techniques are based on the 

performances ratio, by developing mathematical parameters indicators of voltage and current in [40]. 

• The fourth group is based on the measured I-V curve [13, 44]. The techniques compare the real and 

modelled PVG. The created models are obtained using real measured values of healthy/faulty PVG. 

• The fifth group is based on artificial-intelligence techniques. They have been successfully used for the 

diagnosis of all kinds of renewable energy systems [45], and particularly for PV systems [46]. In [29], 

[44], [47], [48] and [49], artificial neural networks (ANN) based techniques were used to classify 

different types of failures occurring in the photovoltaic field. Researchers in this order have developed 

different model types (multi-layer perceptron, radial basis network, feed forward, recurrent neural-

network, etc.) with different structures (number of the hidden layer, number of neurons in the layer) 

and through the use of a different kind of learning process (supervised/non-supervised). All of the 

developed ANN-based techniques have proven good accuracy and efficiency in PV diagnosing. In 

[50], a decision tree-based approach is developed to detect many types of failures (LLF, Shading, and 

OC). Fuzzy logic controllers are used in [51] and [52] for diagnosing SC, OC, BBP, snow and shading. 

Combined Neuro-fuzzy based controllers are used in [53] to diagnose earth fault, diode SC, and PS. 

Besides, the combination of neural networks with a heuristic approach is presented in [54], for the 

diagnose of SC, ageing, and shading. In [55], the authors used wavelet packets for the detection of 

faults under low irradiance. It differentiates the shading fault from other ones by the use of variations 

in voltage array, energy array, and variable impedance. Metaheuristics are developed for FDD in [56] 

and [57] for diagnosing BBP, SC, disconnection, and shading.  

  

Other methods are presented in [58], [59], and [60]. All of the developed electrical FDD based techniques 

can be done through offline adaptation (test of the technique’s effectiveness) [36] or on-line adaptation at a 

real-time [60-63]. 

In what follows, details about the developed FDD electrical-based for each of the cited PV faults presented in 

section 3. 
 

a) Shading fault-based FDD:  

The measured I-V curve is generally used to diagnose this type of fault [21]. Such as the standard analysis 

error in [64], vertices principal component analysis (PCA) [65], and discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [66]. 
 

b) SC-based FDD: 

ANN-based are the most used techniques for failures identification of Short-Circuit fault in PV panels [44], 

[49]. These techniques have proven good performances in diagnosing SC.  
 

c) OC-based FDD: 

The work in [2], identifies and localizes failures at Open-Circuits in PV plant. The ANN-based technique 

has been developed in [48] with success to diagnose OC fault, using two NNs with a multilayer NN. 

Furthermore, in [74] a backpropagation neural-network have provided effective detection of OC and other 

faults. 
 

d) Abnormal degradations-based FDD: 

Abnormal degradations have been diagnosed using several techniques in [35, 39]. In [54], a heuristic 

technique has been proposed for diagnosing several faults and particularly the ageing one. The NNs based are 

elaborated for diagnosing ageing fault in [74]. 
 

e) GF-based FDD: 

Some equipment is created to be inserted in the PV plants such as the fuse-based ground-fault-protection-

device (GFPD) [23]. Some simulations are investigated in [24] to present the limits of GFPD and suggest other 

solutions. Other techniques for GF are presented in [3]. 
 

f) LLF-based FDD: 

The over-current-protection-device (OCPD) is inserted in PV plants for protection from LLF [25]. LLF was 

also treated by the use of a support vector machine (SVM) in [26]. Other techniques for LLF are suggested in 

[3], [13], and [34].  
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g) AF-based FDD: 

Some equipment for protection from AF is inserted such as arc-fault-circuit-interrupter (AFCI) in [67]. 

Besides, it is treated through time and frequency characteristics of a capacitor current [27] and using wavelet 

transform and mathematical morphology in [28]. Other techniques for AF are suggested in [3], [13]. 
 

h) BBP-based FDD: 

Some AI-based techniques are developed to diagnose the BBP fault, such as the fuzzy controller in [52], 

and meta-heuristics in [57]. Other techniques are proposed in [13], [34].  
 

i) JB-based FDD: 

In addition to the control users of the JB, the visual-based techniques give more precision about the health 

state of JB [13], [34]. 
 

The following Table 1 presents the different faults occurring in PVG with their associated FDD techniques. 

 

Table 1. Several PVG faults with their developed diagnosis techniques. 
 

PVG Faults Detection and diagnosis used techniques 

 Shading   

AI: decision-tree [50], fuzzy [50-51], neuro-
fuzzy [53], heuristic [54], Meta-heuristic 

[56-57] 

Standard analysis error in I-V [64] 

PCA [65] 

DWT [66] 

Short-circuit (SC) 

AI based on I-V curve: ANN [44], [49] 

Fuzzy [51-52], heuristic [54], meta-heuristic 
[56,57] 

Open-circuit (OC) 
AI based on I-V curve [48] 

Decision-tree [50], Fuzzy [50-51] 

Abnormal 
degradations 

Visual inspections and drones  

IR, EL, PL 

Line to Line Fault 
(LLF) 

 

Wavelet-Packets [50] 

Support vector machine (SVM) [63] 

Arc-Fault (AF) 
I-V test curve [64] 

Frequency domain reflectometry [37] 

Blocking and 
bypassing diode fault 

(BBP) 

AI: Fuzzy [52], Meta-heuristic [56-57]  

 

Junction-box fault 
(JB) 

User checking  

Temperature sense 

Visual-based: IR [13] 

Multi-meter 

Hot-spot (HS) Thermal inspections [13]: IR 

Ageing effect 
AI [51] 

Visual inspections  

 

Moreover, to avoid PV degradations some trending solutions are mentioned bellow.   
 

a) Cleaning PV panels.  

Solutions such as cleaning [72, 73] PV panels are used. Cleaning can be dry or wet, related to the type of 

region.  
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✓ Dry cleaning is observed in desert regions, due to water rarefaction but it is limited because of scratches 

on the glass of the PV panels, which appear after the passage of sand wind.  

✓ Wet cleaning is done in a region rich of water.  

PV plants cleaning can be either through a manual manner, automatic, semi-automatic, or using truck. 
 

b) Including protections equipment in PV plants.  

To protect PVG from overcurrent, fuses and overcurrent protection device as OCPD [50] are inserted. 

Besides, devices such as GFPD [23] is capable of GF detection, fault current interruption, indication, and 

provide fire hazard prevention. Furthermore, equipment named AFCI is developed in [67] to protect PV plants 

from an arc fault. 
 

c) Tele-monitoring  

Controlling and diagnosing the PVG from long distance using new smart protocols such as ZigBee 

technology [74] and Internet of Thing (IoT) [75]. 

Cost reduction is required for any envisaged solutions for diagnosing PV generators. In industry, some 

solutions are integrated into PV plants. Some of them have been implemented and some others have not been 

implemented because of their high complexity or great cost estimation. In this order, cost estimation, 

efficiency, robustness, low complexity of implementation, integration in the whole PV system have a major 

influence in the choice of the appropriate FDD technique for diagnosing the faults in PVG. 

 

5    Process of FDD techniques in PVG 
 

Many anomalies, degradations, and faults, presented above, can occur in PV generators. A challenge is 

required to detect automatically these faults and diagnose them in early stages before dangerous risks and 

severe damages appear. PV plants inspections and alarms allow the users, when failures are detected, to take 

decisions to correct the process. In general, operators do some visual PV inspections (detection of bubbles, 

delamination, detachment of the frame, discoloring) before system start-up. As for thermal fault and defects, 

like a hotspot, it is necessary to use instruments such as infrared (IR) camera mounted on drones [68-70] for 

image thermography inspections to detect hotter areas within PVG. Drones can detect anomalies with high 

precision. This process is also required for electrical-based FDD, by using the images stored in a database, 

taken from drones. Researchers developed further techniques analysis, as electrical FDD-based, to be 

implemented with the PV plant to detect, diagnose, correct failures, and protect the system. The major faults 

diagnosis steps, using FDD electrical-based techniques, are cited bellow:  

 

• Measurements through sensors and data acquisition system. 

• Modeling of the health and fault states. 

• Detection and localization of faults. 

• Classification and decision. 

• Correction, protection, and adaptation. 

 

5.1 Proposed FDD electrical-based 
 

For a well and clarified explanation of the process of the FDD electrical-based techniques [71], we have 

opted for an approach to diagnose shading fault in a PV generator installed on the roof of Multi-Sources-

System laboratory at UDES, using neural-networks (NN). PVG power is the parameter to be processed. The 

descriptive schematic of the elaborated FDD electrical-based technique is presented in Figure 16.  
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Figure 16. Descriptive schematic of the proposed FDD electrical-based in the PV generator. 

 

The major steps of the developed FDD electrical-based for PVG are detailed in the following points. 
 

1) The real data acquisition. 

Some measurements have been done, through an acquisition work for obtaining real environmental 

(temperature and irradiance) and electrical (current and voltage from the battery) data. They are required at the 

first step of PV diagnosis. 
 

2) NN-based Modeling and validation.  

Using a database of several days two neural-network models are created for healthy and faulty (shaded) PV 

generator respectively. From the introduced real data (temperature, irradiance, battery_current, and 

battery_voltage), power models for healthy and faulty PVG are elaborated (Figure 16). 
 

3) Detection & localization of faults. 

a- Reading of real data  

In specific two days (11/03/2020 & 26/11/2020) for both healthy and faulty PVG respectively, read of real 

acquired data to be diagnosed.   

b- Simulation using the two models 

In Matlab environment, simulate of healthy and faulty models behavior using the real data as inputs. At this 

step, the obtained results are illustrated in Figure17 and Figure 18.  

 

 
 
 

Figure 17. Real and modelled data for power, in a healthy PVG (11/03/2020). 
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Figure 18. Real and modeled data for power, in a faulty PVG (shading a single PV module in the PVG) 

(26/10/2020). 

 

It is observed from Figure 17 that the healthy generated model is the nearest one from the real data. Besides, 

it is observed from Figure 18 that the faulty (shaded) generated model is the nearest one from the real data. 
 

4) Decision about diagnosis 
 

Comparing the results of the two obtained models with the measured power of the real PVG using Root 

Mean Square Errors (RMSE), which is calculated between the real power and both of the healthy and faulty 

modeled powers through the following expression. 

 

2

1

1
(P (i) P (i))

N

Real Model

i

RMSE
N =

= −
 (1) 

Where N: is the number of data. 

Based on the values of RMSEHealthy and RMSEFaulty, a decision is made about the state of the PV generator, as 

shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20 bellow. 

 

 
 

Figure 19. RMSE command window results for healthy PVG. 

 

 
 

Figure 20. RMSE command window results for faulty PVG.  
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The lowest value of RMSE allows deciding the health state of the system. As in Figure 19, the PVG was 

healthy in the day of (11/03/2020) relatively to the lowest value of RMSEHealthy compared to RMSEFaulty. In 

contrast, the PVG of Figure 20 was faulty in the day of (26/10/2020) relatively to the lowest value obtained 

for RMSEFaulty compared to RMSEHealthy.  

For classifying with high accuracy and effectiveness of different other faults occurring in PVG, more 

sophisticated techniques exist in the literature, which can be an extension of this developing technique as 

perspective work.  

 

6    Conclusion 
 

Quite recently, considerable attention has been paid to the topic of monitoring, supervision, and faults 

diagnosis occurring in PV generators generally and in PV plants particularly. Improving each part of this 

research field leads to minimize energy losses, improve power supply reliability, and safeguard PV plants from 

degradations, fire hazards, and many other dangerous risks. This paper has presented a comprehensive study 

on the diagnosis of faults occurring in the PV generator. It presented the major forms of degradations in PVG. 

Gives details about the different types of PV faults taking into consideration their causes. Various FDD 

techniques have been presented. Some envisaged diagnosis solutions have been discussed. Some criteria (low 

cost, simple implementation, high efficiency, robustness) are required for any envisaged solutions for 

diagnosing a PV generator/plant. A focus was done to a proposed approach for a shading fault diagnosis using 

the neural network-based method. Based on the obtained results, it can be concluded that the developed 

technique has shown good performances. This electrical FDD-based technique was done offline to test the 

effectiveness of the NN based models developed herein. Authors wish to extend and develop this technique to 

an online application for different faults in a future work.  
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